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E/CEI.14/INB/128/Add.l

THE MINING INDUSTRY TE WEST AFRICA

1. The study of the mining industry in West Africa (E/GN.I4/INR/128)

dealt only with the most important minerals and this addendum is intended

to provide information on the remainder of this industry and to modify

certain conclusions and recommendations of the original study.

Stone, sand and gravel (SITC 273)

2. Although adequate information is missing, it has been assumed that

all the countries have exploitable deposits of these materials except

for gypsum and limestone.

3. The only known deposit of gypsum in West Africa is in Mauritania

(Nouakchott area) and this deposit should be developed to supply the

entire sub-regional demand (about 200,000 tons valued at $1.1 million

^y ^975)• The bulk of the demand is created by cement factories (klinker

mills) which require 2-4 per cent of the weight of cement in gypsum.

4« With few exceptions, the countries of the sub-region are not richly

endowed in limestone resources. The most important deposits are those

of Nigeria and Senegal. Ghana has very limited res rves and geologic

surveys have revealed no limestone deposits in the Ivory Coast, Liberia,

Sierra Leone or Togo, The bulk of demand for limestone is generated by

the cement industry (5-5 million tons) followed by the iron and steel

Industry (0.6 million tons), construction industry (0,3 million tons),

chemical industry (0.2 million tons) and other minor consumers (all figures

refer to 1980). The extraction of limestone for cement manufacture has

beon excluded from the scope of this Addendum sinoe these activities were

included in the study on the cement industry.—' This demand will be satisfied

in each country by domestic production or by imports from Dahomey, Nigeria

and Senegal Which are regarded as best endowed.

1/ E/&T.I4/IHR/II7, A Development Programme for the West African
Cement Industry.
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Countries which do not produce their own limestone will nonetheless

manufacture lime from imported limestone since transport of finished

lime is less satisfactory than transport of limestone. Where transport

is not a problem, the lime should be manufactured at the site of the £

limestone quarry* «,

5» Stone, sand and gravel demand has beon estimated on the basis of

road (including railways) construction and maintenance, and construction

activities, i.e. buildings and civil engineering works other than roads.

These estimations have been related to the projections of appropriate

capital formation. The projected (including concrete and mortar)

consumption suggests the following demand (in thousands of tons).

1111 1980

Stone, crushed stone and gravel 1CO?000 185,000

Sand-/ 17,000 30,000

It has been assumed that this demand will be satisfied in each country

by domestic production* A marginal allowance, has been ;;ade for sub-regional

trade as well as imports from overseas of special building and monumental

(dimension) stones li,:e grani-i ';,porphyry, marble and other similar products*

Other Crude Ijineralo (blTO £76)

6. There is relatively little information available either related to

supply or demand for these mineral:;, tto most important of which includet

- clay (including cha^otte and o-;her s \ni.l ?j?. r^v materials for refractor:!

and ceramics manufacture)!

- dolomite and magnesito for nidorurg:o?2 and metallurgical induetriesj

- salt for domestic consumption and chemical industry*

All the other materials e.g. natural asphalt, graphite, asbestos,

chalk, quartz, mica, fluorspar, have been troaiad in bulk and the demand

for them has been estimated very roughly ir_ tsir.13 of their global value.

l/ Includes the demand of sand for the £f!.:*.of industry.
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A 4> +v-sa ^n ^d will "be satisfied "by
It has been assumed that 70 per cent of this ceu^

imports from overseas.

*• ftfBn sorts nf clay and similar raw materials tor
7. The extraction of all sorts jr on7,+hfinlIare
the manufacture of ,ricks, tiles, refractories, chxna, earthenware,
tne included in the mining

units
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Ghana could produce 800,000 tons and Sene£al 600,0.0
export more than 80 per cent of its production.
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Abrasives, industrial diamonds rSTTH P75), other diamonds (SITC 667.2
and Mold. ~ ^-J—

12. Gold mining should be regarded as a declining activity, especially in

Ghana. However, the mining and quarrying industries in Ghana will grow

slowly,in the beginning (l963-75 2-1 per cent per annum in terms of value

added and 3.4 per cent per annum in terms of gross output) and faster

in the latter period (1976-80 6,3 i-er cent per annum in termB of value added and

6.6 per cent in terms of gross output). This growth will be combined

with an important ch^ge in the structure of mining activities. The

gold and diamond mining, 46 per cent of the output in 1963 will decline

by 1980 to 28 per cent. Since the new mining and .quarrying activities

will be different technologically (open cast) the employment requirements

will change considerably and some underground miners will face.unemployment
or have to learn new skills,

13. Similar problems may arise in Sierra Leone relative to traditional

diamond mining. The easily accessible alluvial diamantiferous layers

will be seriously depleted by 1975-80 and the traditional mining will

be replaced by modem industrial mining methods. This will create serious

employment problems. The mining industry output will increase 80 per cent

by 1980 when compared with I963 but the employment will decrease by more
than 25 per t^

Iron ore (SITC 23l)

14. The present three major producers (Liberia, Mauritania and Sierra Leone)

should be able to increase their production almost fourfold - to a combined

export value of $25O million in I98O (^230 million in 1975). Guinea is

expected to increase its production up to 1 million tons. The present

knowledge of the Guinea reserves and their quality does not allow for higher
expectations,,

1/ The employment fi^ui-es shown in document E/cK,14/INR/141 include
the estimated employment in traditional diamond mining.
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15. Nigeria and Mali will pro^bly extract iron ore only for their local

iron and steel industry, toother new iron ore producer will be Ghana

(Shieni) and it may export $12 million yearly by 1975 or later but before

198O. Since the Shieni deposit is far from the coast (300 toe.) it wxll

take some time to develop it. If transport must be developed exclusively

for iron ore, the transport costs may force the price out of a competitxve

range*

Ores of non-ferrous "base metals (SITC 283?

(i) Bauxite

16. Three countries, namely Ghana, Guinea and Sierra Leone will extract

bauxite. Their combined output by 198O is expected to be 10 million tons,

worth 430 million at the mine. (Guinea 6.4 million tons, Ghana 3.1 million

tons, and Sierra Leone 0.5 million tons). Important quantities of bauxxte

will be transformed locally into alumina (Guinea 1.6 million tons, Ghana

0 5 million tons) or into aluminium sulphate (Sierra Leone). Kevertheless

the major part of the production will be exported in crude form, because

there is an acute sub-regional shortage of caustic soda. More detailed

studies may prove the possibility of manufacturing more alumina based

on soda imported from overseas.

(ii) Copper ores

17. Mauritania-s deposits should be able to produce 2O-25 thousand tons

(in terms of coPPex) by 1975, totally consumed by integrated smelting.

More than 70 per cent of the smelting production will be consumed by the

sub-re6ion (see B/cH.l4/DTE/l38/Add.l). It appears that the annual rate

of extraction be limited to 20,000 tons (of pure copper) to avoid premature

depletion of the reserves.

(iii) Cassiterite and Colombo-Tantelite

18 Higer will continue with the present annual rate of cassiterite

production (75-100 tons per annum) and export it to the *iSerian smeltery.

Higeria is expected to develop significantly the production (see the

recommendations of E/CH.14/BTR/l28) of casSiterite (up to 20,000 tons per

ye,r by 198O) and of aoocpanyint colombo-tant.lite (up to 5,000 tons).
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(iv) Manganese

19. Ghana's and Ivory Coast's deposits are expected to be totally or

almost depleted before 1975- Upper Volta should be able to develop its

manganese deposits before 1975- The opening of this mine and the construction

of the necessary railway will have an important direct and indirect impact

on Upper Volta's development. It is proposed (see E/CH.14/lNE/l38/Add,l)

to combine the raining activities with production of the low carbon ferro-

manganese (electric furnaces) making the export of the product much more

profitable than of the ores (the adverse impact of transport cost in case

of ferro-manganese will be reduced when compared with the transport of ores).

It is expected that the mine will have an output of 1 million tons by

1980 (0o5 million tons by 1975)•

(v) Chrome ores

20. Sierra Leone will remain the only producer; the value of extracted

ore (ex mine) by 1975 is expected to be approximately $3 million. It

is proposed to combine this activity with the manufacture of ferro-chrome

and calcium-silicum in Sierra Leone (see E/CN,14/l^R/l38/Add.l),

(vi) Titan ores

21. The mining of rutile in Sierra Leone is expected to develop rapidly

in the future. By 1975 the output will be 300,000 tons and by I98O,

400,000 tons ($18.6 million and $25 million, respectively). This production

is entirely oriented towards export .

22. Ivory Coast should be able to start the mining of ilmenite and

convert it locally into titan dioxide (by sulphate process) the most

important pigment in paint manufacture (see E/CN.14/INH/139 Addendum l)«

Half of the extracted ilmenite (i.e., 10,000 tons) will be used for the

manufacture and the other half exported.

(vii) Lead and zinc

23, The recently started lead and zinc ore mining in Abakalili (Nigeria)

is expected to yield some $8,2 million of output (ex mine) by 1975- Ho
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further expansion after 1975 can be forecast now. It is proposed to

smelt are refine ainc and lead on the spot (see E/CIT*14/lHE/l38/Add,l)«

24. The importance of the West African mining and quarrying industry

cannot be over-emphasized. This industry will remain a major foreign

exchange earner (although the share of exports falls from 76 per cent

by 1963 to 64 per cent in I98O, the absolute amount increases fros about

$270 million in I963 to about $1,360 million in 1980). The supply of

raw materials to sub-regional industry will increase rapidly more than

eight times between 1963 and 198O. The summary fibres for all mining

activities are shown in the table below.

Demand-Supply of Mining and Quarrying Industry Products

1963 1975 1980

$ mln. index $ mln. index $ mln. index

Domestic supply 367 100 1,258 342 2,175 592

Import from outside the

sub-region 12 100 32 266 47 391

Export outside the

sub-region

Domestic consumption

280

99

100

100

735

555

262

560

1,405

817

501

825

25. The value added generated by this industry will grow from $223 million

in 1963 to $752 million in 1975 and $1,302 million in I98O, i.e., the rates

of growth will be 10.6 per cent per annum for 1963-75 and. 11.6 per cent per

annum for 1975-8°* re&i-ectively.

.26. Employment will increase from 127 thousand to 215 thousand by I98O.

A substantial increase in productivity will have to be achieved to maintain

the viability of these industries. Productivity has been assumed to be

$1,750 per employee in 1963 and #4s780 million by I98O.


